
tvONE previews new video processing solution at ISE 2023

Barcelona, Spain – Leading video processing and AV signal distribution technology company tvONE has
announced it will be exhibiting alongside its media server brand, Green Hippo, at ISE 2023 in Barcelona, on
Booth #5H800.

Exclusively at ISE, tvONE will provide an advanced preview of CALICO PRO, the first of a line of powerful,
newly developed video processing solutions. CALICO PRO is an ultra-powerful video processor with multi-
window, multi-screen and multi-layer based upon tvONE’s latest, fifth generation 4K/8K, 10bit processing engine
on a new, high bandwidth, flexible, 2RU hardware platform.

Designed from the ground up, CALICO PRO is perfect for Direct View LED walls, extensive projector edge
blends or displays, or even a mix of all three.

Additionally, key tvONE experts will be showcasing the company’s range of professional AV products, including
its hugely popular CORIOmaster2 video processor, recently used on the Council of the European Union press
facility. CORIOmaster2 remains the most flexible video processor available on the market for 4K environments
and continues to improve with recent enhancements including a new keying feature, synchronized media
playback, EDID management, FTP media upload, and AES IP stream decoding.

Also on the show floor will be Green Hippo’s powerful Hippotizer V4+ MK2 range of Media Servers, including the
flagship Tierra+ MK2. With 3D pre-visualization with SHAPE Visualizer, large-scale 3D Mapping demos using
EPSON’s compact and versatile high brightness projectors, and PixelMapper demos showcasing the seamless
integration between Martin Professional’s innovative P3-PC System Controller, gives you many more creative
opportunities with the Martin creative LED video products, such as the VC-Grids, VC-Strips and the VDO
Sceptrons, and lets you control up to 20,736 pixels directly from a Hippotizer V4 Media Server.
Green Hippo Product Specialists will be showcasing the latest design and mapping techniques used on
installations and live events worldwide.
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To help power up and mount more complex systems, tvONE will showcase ONErack, the universal mounting
system, vastly improving rack installation of small devices, converting randomly sized, externally powered
devices from any manufacturer into slide-in modules that can be installed quickly and cleanly and serviced
easily, coupled with ONErack Spider, the universal, multi-voltage DC power for any brand for up to 46 devices
with “zero space” mounting.

Discover even more of what Hippotizer Media Server can offer, as Green Hippo partners with Absen on booth
#3N300. Hippotizer Boreal Media Servers will be driving content playback across multiple LED walls featured on
Absen’s booth.

Finally, don’t miss a chance to catch-up with your sales representatives and meet our product specialists with
happy hour on booth #5H800 on January 31st – February 2nd, from 4-6pm.
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